INITIAL POINT

GRAND VIEW HEIGHTS
SEC 33 159

RESET INITIAL POINT FROM
94" IP FOUND AT S.W. COR.

SURVEYED USING O. L. C. LINE

AS CONTROL MARKER NO. 042-99.

FOUND 9 2X2 W. G. GENT O/C

BROKEN OFF AT 5 POSITION.

NO TRACK 022" IRON PIPE SET

BY W. H. FORD 1947.

I SET 28"X80" IP 13' DEEP.

P. POLE 3" FEET

NEAR RANCH O/C.

FENCE POST 1936.

FENCE 28 WEST.

AE: R'UX
SA: R'UX
S.E. 267

BOOK 3 1939

12/10/30

W. H. FORD

SW TRUCK DISCH